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Tutoring

- Available for CS, IT, and IS courses
- I hired new tutors! New schedule coming soon™
- GITC 3100
- Calendar and information available at http://njit.acm.org!
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Volunteer for Fall Open House The Sequel

- **November 18th** (Sunday) at **8-10 am**
- **Table for YWCC Academic Showcase**
  - Talk to prospective students and their parents about NJIT
  - We could really use more non-CS majors: **IT, IS, BNFO, BIS, HCI**
- **Perks**
  - Free **YWCC polo shirt** if you don’t have one -- **NEW 2019 EDITION!**
  - 8 internal volunteering hours (for 2 hours of work)
  - Free **GDS lunch** at noon
- **To sign up, talk to Connor after meeting or email at** [cjc63@njit.edu](mailto:cjc63@njit.edu)
Website Committee

- Redesigning njit.acm.org and hacknjit.org
- First meeting: 11/15
- Talk to Connor after meeting or email at cjc63@njit.edu
Special Interest Groups

- Get discord roles for updates!
  - Go to #bot-commands on discord, type ?role sig- [...]. For example, ?rank sig-migle
- Learn things, make friends, build your resume!
Special Interest Groups

- **Algorithm:** TH 1:20PM, GITC 37** (Rodrigo, rsm59)
  - Last week: Solved the famous amazon interview question finding the smallest subarray divisible by an input x
  - Next week: More interview type questions to solve as a group

- **Blockchain:** F 4:30PM, GITC 3703 (Jordan, jwl32)
  - Last week: Went through the code we wrote so far and watched some videos about blockchain
  - TODAY: Finish up our first blockchain project.
Special Interest Groups

- **Data Science:** W 2:30PM, KUPF 103 (Akm, azi3)
  - **Last week:** advance topics related to pandas
  - **Next week:** starting matplotlib

- **Device Repair:** TH 2:30PM, GITC 3703 (Deshawn, dad56)
  - **Last week:** fixed a Surface Pro
  - **Next week:** soldering to fix blown nintendo controllers and will be briefing over iPhone glass replacements
Special Interest Groups

- **Flutter**: W 3:00PM, FMH 106 (Vineet, vs583)
  - No updates
- **Linux**: TH 5:30PM, GITC 37** (Christian, cg462)
  - No updates
Special Interest Groups

- **NLP:** F 1:00PM, GITC 37** (Jack, fw73)
  - Last week: cohosted with SIG-Algorithm, introduced the algorithm of Word2Vec
  - This week: using "Markov Chain Monte Carlo" to solve some "Cryptography Language Problem"

- **Retro:** F 3:00PM, GITC 37** (Liam, jc865) (time change!)
  - Next week: Discussing retro gaming
  - Looking for a co-leader! DM NyankoMocchi #7777 on discord.
Special Interest Groups

- **Social Media**: F 1:00PM, GITC 3703 (Diogo, dmc48)
  - Last week: Instagram project
  - TODAY: No meeting - happy HackNJIT!

- **Sound**: F 1:00PM, CULM 311 (Ben, bgr9)
  - Last week: No meeting
  - TODAY: No meeting - happy HackNJIT!
Special Interest Groups

- **Web Dev**: W, 3:00PM, GITC 3703 (Abhijay, arg76)
  - Last week: Started CSS
  - Next week: Finishing CSS and discussing next project

- **XR**: ???, TH 6:00PM, GITC 3200A (Al-Rashid, aj269)
  - This week: discussed surface layer neuroscience on Monday and went over the project that we'll be creating as a sig which will be open sourced on github on Thursday

- **JOIN THE DISCORD! discord.gg/Q7FJS7U**
Office

- Come hang out!
- GITC 3704 ♥
- Movie Night in one week
  - 11/13
- ACM Thanksgiving
  - Nov. 22!

Have a great Thanksgiving!
E-BOARD ELECTIONS - COMING SOON!

- President
- Vice President
- Secretary
- Treasurer
- Public Relations
- Webmaster
- Graphic Designer
- SIG Master

- Nominations: 11/22
- Elections: 12/6
- ~10 hours of work a week, closer to 20 during HackNJIT season
- Must attend half of this semester’s meetings to be eligible to vote/run
- Click here to see current attendance
Partner Organizations

- SIGGRAPH
- Art Club
- IGDA
- Programming Team (ICPC)
- Google Developer Student Clubs
- NJIT Esports
- YWCC Mentoring
- WiCS
- IEEE
Programming Team

- Fridays at 4-6pm in GITC 1400
- Led by Noah Cantor
  - Facebook Engineer in Residence
  - nhc24@njit.edu
Open Floor
ACM Student Membership Benefits

● Access to the Learning Center
  ○ Online courses, books, webinars
● Access to ACM Digital Library
  ○ Research papers
● Access to ACM’s Career and Job Center
● “@acm.org” email address